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Resolution and dynamic range are two important specifications to be considered
when evaluating the capabilities of an imaging colorimeter, yet they are easily
misconstrued. Initially, they seem straightforward enough: resolution is the total number
of pixels that a 2D imaging system will capture, and dynamic range can be described
as the ratio of the brightest to the darkest levels it can detect. It would stand to reason
then, that the higher the camera resolution, the higher the dynamic range, the better the
image quality. Why then do some cameras with virtually identical specifications perform
so differently?
Upon closer scrutiny, the details of these specifications, the way they are reported by
manufacturers, and the way they affect each other make them more complex than
the simple definitions above. This paper will clarify these critical values to provide an
improved understanding of their usage and implication for 2D imaging applications. This
information is intended to help anyone evaluating an imaging colorimeter to determine
the true functional performance of the system.

Understanding Resolution
The resolution of an imaging colorimeter is defined as the number of individual
horizontal (M) and vertical pixels (N) captured by the imager (typically a CCD). For
typical high-accuracy imaging colorimeters, multiple images are captured through
different filters that mimic the x-bar, y-bar, and z-bar tristimulus curves. These images
are then processed to overlap and form one image containing X, Y, and Z tristimulus
values for each MxN pixel of the image. High-accuracy imaging photometers capture a
single grayscale image through the y-bar filter.
In some instances, a bayer mosaic RGB camera is calibrated to measure color. These
systems lack the color accuracy of a CIE filter-based system and are therefore limited to
specific applications such as color uniformity. They do, however, gain a speed and cost
advantage (since only one image is captured) and do not require expensive x-bar, y-bar,
and z-bar filters. In this case, the effective resolution of the CCD pixels is significantly
less than a CIE filter-based system, because every other pixel is used to measure a
different color, and the pixels in between colors are interpolated. These RGB systems
therefore have effectively half the resolution in the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Using an example of a 16MP CCD, the effective resolution of an RGB system is 4MP, as
no new information is introduced by the interpolation. Following the same logic as the
RGB camera, a 16MP CIE filter system could claim a resolution of 64MP resolution by
interpolating every other pixel. Of course, this doesn’t make any sense – but it clearly
demonstrates that the resolution of these two camera types is not directly comparable.
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Imaging colorimeters are CIE filterbased CCD measurement systems that
are calibrated to simulate human visual
perception of luminance and chromaticity.
They offer superior color accuracy over
RGB systems.
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Figure 1 - CIE-based filter (left) and RGB filter (right) configurations.
The question of resolution becomes more interesting when comparing two highresolution CIE filter-based imaging systems. For example, given the same resolution
camera, what contributes to the performance differences between different imaging
systems? Are some systems better suited than others to certain applications?
To answer these questions, we need to look at signal-to-noise on a per pixel basis.
Below, we’ll discuss different sources of noise in a CCD-based measurement and how
these sources impact different measurement applications.

Dynamic Range Defined
There are multiple units of measurement used to describe a camera’s dynamic range,
which can naturally cause some confusion. For CCD-based measurements, dynamic
range is commonly measured in decibels (dB) to describe the ratio of maximum possible
signal level to read noise level. For the purposes of this paper, we will use this definition
to describe dynamic range. Other expressions for dynamic range include bit depth of
digitization (e.g., 12-bit or 14-bit) or a ratio (e.g., 10000:1).

Dynamic range is commonly measured
in decibels (dB) to describe the ratio of

The mathematical expression used for the dynamic range of a CCD is:

maximum possible signal level to read
noise level.

			(1)

Well size is the number of electrons available in a pixel (i.e., the number of electrons
available prior to CCD saturation). In this case, read noise is the electronic noise,
expressed in electrons, introduced into the signal when transferring the data from the
CCD into digital format. This amount is independent of light level (or saturation) of the
measurement. Therefore, it is measured in the dark state (a dark frame) to separate this
noise from statistical photon noise.
Let’s take an example of a CCD with a well size of 20ke- (20 kiloelectrons) per pixel and a
system read noise of 12e-. Using these values, we obtain a value of 64.4 dB.
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Note that we are using the expression system read noise, which differs from CCD read
noise. Any electrical system taking analog data from the CCD and converting it to digital
format will introduce noise. The amount of noise introduced will be dependent on the
speed the data is pulled from the CCD, as well as the quality of the electrical circuit,
camera design, and board manufacture. When basing a claim of dynamic range using
the above equation (1), one must consider more than the CCD manufacturer’s well size
and read noise claim. The read noise must be measured from the entire camera system.
Equation (1), then, is calculated based on post analog-to-digital conversion (ADC)
gray count, with the read noise and well size being noise measured in gray counts and
saturation level in gray counts, respectively.

Adding Shot Noise to the Equation: The Photon
Transfer Curve
The equation above doesn’t tell the full story with regards to dynamic range. This is
because any measurement of light is subject to an irreducible statistical measurement
error, called shot noise. The ratio of this noise – and other sources of noise – can be
measured in a light frame image (an image of a scene with standard saturation; for
example, 50-70% of full well) using the Photon Transfer Curve (PTC) measurement
technique. The PTC is a log-log plot of noise versus signal level, and is used by leading
camera manufacturers and users to enable a direct comparison of key performance
parameters for CCD-based imaging systems.1
Shot noise is noise based on the variation in the amount of discrete independent
photons detected in a given time. This variability follows a Poisson distribution, such
that for large numbers, the variability follows Gaussian statistics, or the square root of
the average number of photons (electrons) measured.

Figure 2 - The Photon Transfer Curve (PTC) plots variance versus signal level allowing
manufacturers to compare key performance indicators of imaging technology.
In this manner, for an image taken near full saturation, the shot noise can be expressed
as √N, with N being the well size.
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The ratio of noise versus signal level
can be measured in a light frame image
(an image of a scene with standard
saturation; for example, 50-70% of full
well) using the Photon Transfer Curve
(PTC) measurement technique.
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In any measurement, the total noise is a combination of the independent errorcontributors: shot noise, read noise, and pattern noise. Pattern noise, if repeatable,
can be referred to as “Fixed Pattern Noise” (FPN). This typically can be calibrated out
via flat-field or other calibration techniques. For the purposes of this paper, we will
assume that pattern noise has been calibrated to the point of insignificance. However,
this is not an assumption that can be casually made, as such pattern noise can be
quite difficult to remove when it is not repeatable. We have observed this characteristic
in certain imaging technologies, and it is one of the reasons that Radiant has not yet
added CMOS sensors to its line of imaging colorimeters.
For a near-full saturation measurement, the total noise can then be expressed as:
		
									(2)

For our example of a CCD with a well size of size of 20ke- and a read noise of 12e-, the
total noise in electrons is:
				
									(3)

As shown here, the system read noise becomes negligible as the CCD well size
becomes larger.
Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) is
sometimes used to describe dynamic

The noise level can be expressed as a fraction of signal:

range in terms of bit depth. It is important
(4)

to understand if a cited value is ENOB, or
if it is simply the ADC signal.

Or, conversely, the SNR can then be written as:
					
									(5)

Using the same example, we obtain a value of 141:1 for one standard deviation for the
light frame SNR of one pixel. Expressed as an error level, we obtain a value of 0.7% for
one standard deviation.
Right away, we can see that if we have a light frame SNR of 141:1, we must be
cautious about the bit depth claims we make on the signal. For example, claiming 16bit dynamic range (65535:1), simply because the AD conversion yields a 16-bit signal
is meaningless. In this case, the lower 8 bits on a per-pixel basis are effectively noise.
Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) is sometimes used to describe dynamic range in
terms of bit depth. It is important to understand if a cited value is ENOB, or if it is simply
the ADC signal.
Signal-to-noise ratio is critical when looking at subtle differences in light frame
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measurements. Radiant Vision Systems mura and defect detection systems, for
example, rely heavily on it. Suppose we would like to detect a very small particle defect
in a display that varies in contrast only slightly from neighboring areas. For the sake
of the example, we’ll suppose the size of this defect is only 1x1 CCD pixel for a 29MP
measurement. To repeatedly detect this defect without many false positives, the defect
contrast should be 6 standard deviations beyond the CCD measurement noise level.
If we use the value above for light frame noise level, 6 standard deviations of noise
is 4.2%. So, for a very small particle defect, the system would increasingly confuse
noise with the defect of interest as the contrast of this defect falls below 4.2%. This is
illustrated in the following graphics:
To repeatedly detect defects without
many false positives, the defect contrast
should be 6 standard deviations beyond
the CCD measurement noise level.

Figure 3 - A contrast ratio of 6 standard deviations beyond the noise level is desired for
repeatable detection of defects.

Figure 4 - As defect contrast falls below 6 standard deviations, the defect becomes
easily confused with noise.
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How Can Signal-to-Noise Ratio be Increased?
As can be seen from equation (5), the way to increase SNR is to increase the well size of
the CCD pixels, while controlling noise sources. Controlling noise is done by investing
in a quality imaging system. Such a system will offer a high-performance, low-noise
CCD, a design that includes robust electronic components, and active CCD cooling.
Increasing well size of the CCD pixels can be accomplished in different ways:
1.

Averaging several measurements: By repeatedly taking the same measurement
over and over, it is possible to “fill up” the electron well several times, thereby
effectively obtaining a larger electron well. There are two major disadvantages to
this approach, however. First, averaging more measurements in repetition means
longer measurement times. In a production testing setting where takt times must
be met, measurement averaging is not desired. The second disadvantage to taking
several measurements is that this method cannot be used for devices that are
moving during measurement. When a device is imaged using a flash or very short

Averaging multiple images obtains a
larger electron well.

exposure time, there is not enough time to average over multiple measurements.
2.

Binning: By averaging signals over neighboring CCD pixels, it is possible to
increase well size. For example, binning 2x2 means that 4 CCD pixels are
combined to create one large pixel. In the example we have been using with a CCD
well size of 20ke-, binning would yield an 80ke- pixel well size, which would provide
a 2X increase in the SNR ratio to 282:1, and reduce the light frame error level to
0.35%.
However, using this method also reduces the resolution of the imaging system. We
can clearly see that the resolution and signal-to-noise ratio are closely intertwined.

Binning 2x2 combines 4 pixels to
effectively create one pixel.

As a side note, if we revisit the idea of using a 16-bit ADC to obtain a 65535:1 light
frame SNR, we would need approximately 215,000 CCD pixels with a well depth
of 20ke-. This means averaging over approximately 500x500 pixels. For 12-bit ADC
(4095:1), a signal would need to be averaged over approximately 30x30 pixels with
a well depth of 20ke-. In this case, most users would find reporting values at 16-bit
depth to be overkill, and 12-bit is likely more appropriate.
3.

Selecting CCDs with larger pixel areas: Very simply, larger pixel size means larger
well size, and higher SNR. It is the great advantage of larger CCDs. However,
imaging to larger CCDs can be more complex, often requiring expensive custom
lenses. A standard 35mm lens, for example, will typically not supply light to the
edges of a large-format CCD. On the other hand, increasing resolution by using
smaller pixels is not desirable as it will decrease the SNR. When trying to maintain

Quite simply, larger pixel size means

a high SNR without sacrificing cycle time and resolution, using larger pixels is the

larger well size.

optimum solution.
The points above help to answer to our original question: “Given the same resolution,
what parameters account for performance differences among imaging systems?” The
answer is: Signal-to-noise ratio (as calculated via the photon transfer curve), on a single
pixel basis, in a single measurement. This is the key performance metric, and key cost
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driver, for CCD-based measurement systems, when resolution is held constant.
This metric is critical when evaluating a system for applications that call for highresolution, accurate luminance measurements. Examples of this include luminance
measurements of individual display pixels, and detection of small-scale, low-contrast
defects over a relatively large field of view, such as microscopic defects in a display
film. Alternatively, high SNR is less critical in high-contrast imaging, such as measuring
displays where a completely dark display pixel is being measured against a bright
background, or a defective bright display pixel is measured against a black background.
This brings us to the second question we asked above: “Given the same resolution, are
some imaging systems better suited to specific applications?” The answer is certainly
yes, with the primary determining factor being the noise level required to discern the
contrast level of interest.
What About High Dynamic Range (HDR) Measurements?
High Dynamic Range imaging utilizes multiple measurements at different exposure
settings. This enables the imaging system to employ non-saturated pixels from shorter
exposure measurements in pixel locations where longer exposure measurements have
filled the detector to saturation. This type of measurement can increase the signal level
for lower light areas in the measurement, because lower-light-level areas will now have
more electrons in the signal. This will not increase SNR, however, because for any given
pixel, the light frame SNR still applies. In addition, measurement time is increased as
multiple images are being taken of the same scene. Therefore, HDR measurements
are useful when working with images that have a high contrast between light and dark
areas, and when measurement time is not a concern.

Conclusion
We can clearly see that resolution and dynamic range play a critical role in imaging
system performance. However, these specifications, when considered on their own,
provide limited information. Additional factors, including shot noise, CCD well size,
and pixel size, must be considered.
The optimal solution for high-precision measurements will be a compromise: We
want enough pixels to capture an image in fine detail (resolution), but we also want to
measure those fine details with high accuracy and high repeatability. A large CCD well
size, with large pixel size, is critical to obtaining high-quality images in the least amount
of time, but we don’t want our solution to require costly large-format customized optics.
Radiant has chosen the KAI-29050 CCD as the optimal compromise of resolution
and pixel size for achieving high-precision measurements in a 35mm optical format.
While alternative systems, such as those based on CMOS sensors, can achieve
higher resolution at lower cost, Radiant has not found these systems to be capable
of achieving the noise performance of its KAI-29050 CCD-based systems. Radiant’s
ProMetric® I29 Imaging Colorimeters and ProMetric Y29 Imaging Photometers
feature this 29MP sensor with cooled operation for further noise reduction. These
high-performance cameras enable accurate, high-resolution luminance and color
measurements, as well as precision detection of low-contrast defects while meeting
short cycle time requirements.
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ProMetric I29 Imaging Colorimeters
and ProMetric Y29 Imaging
Photometers feature the KAI-29050
CCD. Radiant has found this to be
optimal for high-precision measurements.
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Resolution and dynamic range play a critical role in determining imaging
system performance. However, when considered on their own, these
specifications provide limited information. Additional factors, including shot
noise, CCD well size, and pixel size, must be considered to evaluate the true
performance of any imaging system.
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